
w o r d f r o m a des igne r
+/- Hot Plate

The past two decades have seen a breakdown in the traditional pairing of material and technology. Wood

can be extruded, not simply sawed. Plastic can be formed by hand instead of injection-molded. Previously

"unmanufacturable" forms can recorded as digital fiies and suddenly materialize via stereolithography

or selected laser sintering. This breakdown or blurring of borders is true of the design disciplines as well:

a product designer might be working with textiles or ceramics in a way that would have been outside

his domain a few years ago. A furniture designer might be focusing on the sounds his chairs make, and

a ceramicist might be using algorithms and not a potter's wheel to generate new forms. The way in

which objects come into being is no longer a linear path. A great many different currents can motivate

an objects' finai manifestation.

Products become increasingly complex on different levels and often the challenge is making them simple

again. Sometimes the challenge is in distilling the actual function from the object: what we 'need' is to hear

music, not earphones. At other times it is our physical existence that dictates an actual tactile object

whose weight and temperature we can feel in our hand. Ceramics and ceramic products are part of this

discourse.

A curious dissonance is evident as ceramics proceed to be technologically pumped: high voltage insulators

on power lines, space shuttle tiling, biocompatible ceramic hip joint replacements, razor sharp ceramic

kitchen knives or ceramic ballistic plates for body armor [yes, you can drop them on the floor and they

won't shatter]. There is a departure from 'human touch' in form as well as a departure from material

characteristics.

And what of that nostalgia-evoking tea set that like a familiar scent sends us to another place and time in

a fraction of a second? Culture blatantly expresses itself through the applicative decoration of tableware.

From elaborate floral motifs to blue windmills, an empty plate was never empty. From an artist's brush

strokes to silk-screening or decals, decoration was always part of dining. With the exception of

the modernist rejection of decoration per se or philosophical-based minimalism, leaving a mark seems

to be in our nature (or in the modernist realm not leaving a mark, as a mark into itself].



We use the conductive properties of silk-screened gold or

"amonphic metal" films in the same manner printed circuit

boards or car windshield defrosters work. Hook up the plate

to an electrical source and the current will run through the

"decoration" thereby keeping foodstuff warm. Ornate graphic

patterns are bestowed "function" in the most Modernist sense

of the word. The technology not only "does its work", but adds

a new dimension to a familiar face. We choose not to let the

technology fade invisibly into the product, but rather use it to

lever a hybrid graphic language into existence - decorations

that hint their naison d'etre.

It is our firm belief that through a fresh look at things, the

diffusion and transfennal of ideas/approaches, as well as that

of materials and technical solutions from one area of design

to another, yield a richer outcome. The + / - hot plate design

concept is a product of this vantage. Bon Appetit!
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